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ABSTRACT

Recent advances in computational speed have

made aircraft and spacecraft crash simulations

using an explicit, nonlinear, transient-dynamic,
finite element analysis code more feasible. This

paper describes the development of a simple

landing gear model, which accurately simulates

the energy absorbed by the gear without adding

substantial complexity to the model. For a crash

model, the landing gear response is approximated

with a spring where the force applied to the

fuselage is computed in a user-written subroutine.

Helicopter crash simulations using this approach

are compared with previously acquired

experimental data from a full-scale crash test of a

composite helicopter.

INTRODUCTION

An important aspect of crashworthiness research
is the demonstration and validation of

analytical/computational tools for accurate

simulation of airframe structural response to

impacts. Crash simulation codes can be used

during the airframe design phase to certify seats

and aircraft, to predict seat and occupant

response to impact with the probability of injury,
and to evaluate numerous crash scenarios not

economically feasible with full-scale crash testing.

Previously, rotorcraft and aircraft crash simulations

were performed using semi-empirical kinematic

codes such as KRASH [1]. The aircraft model
typically contained less than 100 elements and

was comprised of lumped masses, beams, and

springs with user-defined crush properties based

on experimental data. These models required

significant engineering effort to reduce a complex

aircraft structure to a simple mass-beam-spring

model. Such models can provide significant

information regarding overall aircraft dynamics.

However, these models are not sufficient for

detailed structural analysis. In addition, significant

component testing is required to generate

experimental data to describe the structural crush

characteristics of the springs.

Technology advances have enabled the simulation

of aircraft and spacecraft crashes in a reasonable

time using detailed finite element models. These
models can be executed in a nonlinear transient

dynamic finite element code, such as LS-DYNA

[2], MSC.Dytran [3], and PAM-CRASH [4]. These

codes are commercial products based on the well

validated, public domain code DYNA3D developed
at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories.

Although the duration of an actual crash may be
several seconds, the significant impact duration is

typically less than 200 milliseconds. The CPU time
of the simulation is dependent on the time step,

the model size, and the total simulation time. CPU

times from one day to one week on a high-end
workstation are common to simulate the 200-

millisecond impact response of an aircraft.

Many aircraft now feature energy absorbing

landing gears as part of the crash energy

mitigation system. The accuracy of the prediction
of the fuselage crash accelerations is directly

dependent on the accuracy of the fuselage impact

velocity and attitude. Therefore, any velocity

reductions or changes in impact attitude resulting

from the landing gear stroking must be modeled.

However, the accelerations during landing gear

stroking, but prior to fuselage impact, usually do

not cause human injury or significant structural

damage. For this reason, a method to model the

landing gear effect without adding substantial
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complexityto thefiniteelementmodelis needed.
Thispaperhighlightssuchamethodology.

The developmentof an innovativelandinggear
modelfor implementationin a nonlineartransient
dynamicfinite elementcode is described.The
landinggear modelwascombinedwith a rigid
rotorcraft fuselagemodel for the simulations
presentedin this paper.The results from the
simulationsarecorrelatedwithpreviouslyacquired
experimentaldata.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST

The Sikorsky helicopter flight test article,

developed under the U. S. Army's Advanced

Composite Airframe Program (ACAP), see Figure

1, was recently crash tested at the NASA Langley

Research Center Impact Dynamics Research

Facility (IDRF), see Figure 2. This full-scale

helicopter was designed and constructed in the
1980's to evaluate the use of composite

technology. The resulting ACAP airframe

consisted of 82% composite materials, and the

total weight and cost savings achieved based on

the final design were 23% and 24%, respectively.

A systems approach was used in designing the

helicopter for maximum crash protection, including

energy absorbing landing gear, crushable subfloor

structure, and load-limiting seats. However, the

primary energy absorbing elements were the

landing gear. The landing gear were designed to

remove 80% of the energy for a vertical drop

performed at the impact conditions of 38-ft/s, 10 °

pitch, and 10 ° roll as specified in Reference [5].

The main landing gear contained an aluminum

honeycomb tube that would dissipate kinetic

energy during a crash event through stable

crushing, with a maximum crush stroke of 18 in.

The full-scale crash test of the helicopter was

conducted on June 22, 1999 at the IDRF. Details

regarding the helicopter, test conditions,
instrumentation, etc., can be found in Reference

[6]. The helicopter was suspended from the IDRF

and dropped such that the impact attitude was

6.25 degrees pitch (nose-up) and 3.5 degrees roll

(left), and the impact velocity was -462 in/sec (-26

mph) vertical and -384 in/sec (-21.8 mph)

horizontal. The pendulum nature of the drop test

induced a rotational pitch velocity of 9.6 °/sec

(nose-up).

Onboard hardware included four energy-absorbing

seats with anthropomorphic dummies.

Approximately 90 channels of data, including 62

accelerometers, were collected at a 10 kHz

sampling rate using a digital data acquisition

system. A schematic drawing of the helicopter

indicating the locations of selected accelerometers
used in the analytical/ experimental correlation is

shown in Figure 3. In general, high quality

experimental data were obtained from the crash
test. All acceleration data from the crash test were

analyzed and checked for polarity errors, zero-
offsets, and noise. Acceleration data in the

vertical direction were integrated to obtain the

vertical velocity change. The integration also

provided a quality check of the data. Those
channels in which the integrated velocity change

varied greatly from the nominal vertical impact

velocity were not used for the correlation with the
analysis.

Figure 1. Photograph of ACAP helicopter at time of impact.
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Control room

Figure 2. Schematic of NASA Langley Research Center Impact Dynamics Research Test Facility.
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Figure 3. Schematic of selected accelerometer locations.
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DEVELOPMENT OF CRASH FINITE ELEMENT

MODEL

A two-stage modeling approach was used to

conduct the crash simulations using the nonlinear,

transient dynamic, finite element code,

MSC.Dytran. For impacts on hard surfaces,

accurate simulation of the energy absorption

behavior of the landing gear is imperative to

accurately predict the impact response of the

fuselage. The landing gear stroking not only

reduces the fuselage impact speed, but can also

change the impact attitude. The stroking of the

landing gear, which can typically last 100

milliseconds, generally provides low acceleration
levels, and thus insignificant elastic deformations

to the fuselage, as compared to the fuselage

impact event. These facts enabled utilization of a

rigid fuselage model during the landing gear

stroking. Prior to fuselage contact, the nodal

velocities and positions from the rigid simulation

are then input into a flexible model. Correlations of

the flexible fuselage model simulations with the

experimental data are presented in Reference [7].

The time step for rigid models is typically an order

of magnitude larger than that for the flexible

model, therefore the required clock time to perform

a simulation is reduced by an order of magnitude.

For the model presented here, the CPU time was

reduced by a factor of eight. In addition, the rigid

model made the introduction of the pitch angular

velocity much easier.

Landing Gear

A schematic of the ACAP main landing gear as

viewed aft of the aircraft is shown in Figure 4. The

main gear were designed with a two-stage, energy

absorption approach. For landings within the

normal operational range, an oleo-pneumatic

energy absorber has been incorporated. For

severe or crash landings, additional energy may

be absorbed with the stable crushing of an

aluminum honeycomb column within the gear. The

transfer from the oleo-pneumatic to the

honeycomb stage is accomplished by shear pin

failures based on a predetermined force. The

orientation of the gear with respect to the fuselage

remains nearly constant while the oleo-pneumatic

stage is stroking. The angle with respect to the

vertical, as shown in the figure, is 11.8 degrees.

As the honeycomb crushes, the gear rotates

outward an additional 20 degrees. The drag beam

controls the gear rotation.

Honeycomb tube /_.._

20.0o__ _"_ / Fuselage attachments

Fullycompressed ,_,v,./_ _/_ X /

Oleo-I: r eurr_ati/c __ .

, -'_/'_ _urag beam
Fully-extended r_ _ _118 o

position "'_...._ _,_

Figure 4. Schematic of ACAP landing gear looking
aft.

To simplify the main landing gear mechanism as

much as possible in the finite element model, the

angle of the landing gear was fixed with respect to

the aircraft vertical for the simulations. Therefore,

the translational and rotational motions of the gear

have been replaced with purely translation motion.

The angle was determined by bisecting the angle
through which the gear strokes, or 11.8 ° + 0.5 x

20 ° = 21.8 °, as shown in Figure 5. For a crash

model, the landing gear force response can be
approximated with a spring where the force is

computed in a user-written subroutine. The

"spring" force is dependent on the relative

displacement and on the relative velocity of the
connected nodes. Initially, it is assumed that the

gear is fully deployed, as would be expected in a
crash scenario.
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Figure 5. Schematic of landing gear in FEM.
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The originalcrashworthynose gear had been
removedand replacedwith a non-crashworthy
standardnosegear.Modificationswererequired
to maketheexistingnosegearmorecrashworthy.
Themodifiednosegearwasmodeledasa spring
havinga constantspringforce of 8,000 lb. to
representthecrushstrengthof the honeycomb-
filledaluminumtubethat wasinsertedinsidethe
gear.

Alignmentof thegearspringrelativetotheaircraft
canbea challengingmodelingproblem.A number
of rigidjoints,suchassliding,rotational,ball,and
universaljoints,arecurrentlyavailableasstandard
capabilitiesincommercialcodes.However,these
joints,whichhaveonlya smallnumberof internal
nodes(e. g.,three),becomeunstablewhenlarge
forcesareapplied- suchasthoseexperiencedby
thelandinggearduringasevereimpact.

Forthisreason,thesebuilt-injointswerereplaced
in themodelwitha componentcontainingseveral
nodesandbeamelementsoverwhichtheforces
aredistributed,seeFigure5(a).Nodalalignment
was accomplishedby creating four contact
surfaceson the two perpendicularplates.Each
perpendicularplate was modeledwith a rigid
quadrilateralshell element.Rigidbeamswere
usedto connectthetop rigidshellnodesto the
fuselageat theattachmentpoint.Thespringforce
wasdefinedin a user-writtenFortransubroutine.
Thelowersectionof the gearwasmodeledwith
flexiblebeamsattachedto concentratedmasses
representingthe tire. Each main gear model
consistedof40nodesand39beamelements.The
nosegearmodelconsistedof sevennodesandsix
beamelements. The gear nodeswere then
constrainedto remainwithin the intersecting
regionoftheperpendicularshells,seeFigure5(b).
Thethicknessof thealignmentshellswassetto
provide sufficient stability without creating

extremelylarge contactforces.For the results
presentedin this paper,the shell thicknesswas
0.010in.

For simplicityof modeldevelopment,the initial
landinggear modelswere attachedto a simple
triangularrigidplateelement,whichapproximated
thefuselage.Theaircraftmass,centerof gravity,
andmomentsof inertiaswereexplicitlyspecified
for thetriangularelement.Workstationsimulations
usingthis simplemodelare completedin a few
minutes. The predicted nodal accelerations,
velocities, and displacements at the gear
attachment nodes are compared with the
corresponding experimental data. These
comparisonsallow modificationsto be quickly
evaluated.Onceadequateexperimental/analytical
correlationwas achieved,the simple fuselage
representationwas replacedby a rigid fuselage
modelwiththe accurategeometry.Theaccurate
geometrywas neededto determinefuselage
impactand to estimatethe timeto changefrom
rigidtoflexiblesimulation.

Crash Finite Element Model

The crash finite element model, see Figure 6, was
developed from an existing modal vibration finite
element model. Numerous modifications to the

modal vibration model were required. These
included: (1) reduction of the number of
concentrated masses via mass distribution

through material densities; (2) reduction of the

number of different laminated composite shell and

beam properties, where appropriate; (3) removal

of very small elements, particularly in the tail,
which are not relevant to the crash analysis; and

(4) rediscretization to a finer mesh along the keel

beams where significant crushing occurred.

Additional details regarding the model conversion

can be found in Reference [7].

Figure 6. Crash finite element model.
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The impact surface was modeled with 250
hexahedralsolid elements with fixed bottom
nodes. The impact surface elements were
assignedmaterialpropertiestypicalofsteel.

Theinitialimpactvelocitiesweredeterminedfrom
photographicmotionpictureanalysisto be - 462
in/sec vertical velocity, -384 in/sec horizontal
velocity and no lateral velocity. Due to the
pendulummotionof the test, an initial angular
velocityof 9.6-degrees/secpitchwasinducedjust
beforeleftgearcontact.Thesefuselagevelocities
wereimplementedin thefiniteelementcodeusing
the rigid modelwith MATRMRG1and MATRIG
optionsinMSC.Dytran.Theimpactattitudeangles
of 6.25degreespitchupand3.5degreesroll left
wereincorporatebyrotatingtheimpactplanewith
respecttothefuselage.

The resulting flexible fuselage model was
composedof 4,128 nodesand 7,346elements
(3,118beamandrodelements,3,283quadrilateral
shellelements,and695triangularshellelements).
Theseelementsweredefinedusing34properties
in the flexible fuselage model. The 98
concentratedmassesrepresentedactuallumped
masseson the testarticle. For the rigidmodel
simulations presented in this paper, all the
materialswerecombinedintoa MATRIGexcept
for the landinggearbeamsandtiremasses.The
fuselagemass,center-of-gravityandmomentsof
inertiawereexplicitlyspecifiedin therigidfuselage
model. These values were derived using
MSC.Nastran[8], wherethe elementand mass
informationfromthecrashmodelwasconvertedto
MSC.Dytranformat.The final fuselagemodel
weighed7,998 Ib with a center-of-gravityat
x=203.7 in., y=0.0 in., and z=87.0 in. The
experimentaltestarticleweighed7,832Ib witha
center-of-gravitylocationat x-198in.andz=100in.
The experimental determination of the z-
coordinateofthecg-locationisapproximatedueto
theaccuracyof themeasurementset-up.

CORRELATION OF SIMULATION RESULTS

WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The rigid fuselage crash finite element model was
executed in MSC.Dytran. The simulation results

required nearly one hour CPU-time on a Sun Ultra

450 workstation to complete the 0.100-sec

problem time. The accuracy of the simulation

results was evaluated through correlation with the

experimental sequence of events and the

velocities at specific locations.

Figure 7 shows the predicted spring forces

representing the landing gears, which were

applied to the fuselage model. Note that large

forces are initially experienced due to the high

velocity differential. The force of the main landing

gear is removed at the time of the fuselage impact,

0.095 sec. The large initial forces for the main

gear are not physical. These large forces did not

significantly affect the rigid fuselage response,

presumably due to the very short duration.

The simulation sequence of events, see Table 1,

was determined from the landing gear force

curves. The test times were based on analysis of

the high-speed film. Note that overall the

correlation is very good with no more than four ms

error. The longer time between the left and right

gear contact for the simulation could be expected

based on the simplified landing gear approach.

2 x 104

f

/ --

-2 ,, _

P _P I

Left gear

-8 I ...... Right gear

....... Nose gear

-10 !

-12 O. 2 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1

Time, sec

Figure 7. Predicted forces of the landing gear

springs as a function of time.

Table 1. Timing of sequence of events for aircraft
contact.

Event

Le_ gear
Rightgear

Nose gear
Fuselage

Pred.,sec Test, sec

0.0

Diff., sec
00.0

0.016 0.012 -0.004
0.068 0.069 +0.001

0.095 0.0975 +0.0025
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Althoughthis paperfocuseson the simulations
priorto fuselagecontact,theprimaryemphasisof
the projectwas to accuratelypredictthe input
accelerationsto the simulatedoccupantsaswell
as retentionof the overheadmasses.Therefore,
accuracyof the floorand largeoverheadmass
accelerations was of utmost importance.
Representativeverticalaccelerationsat the pilot
seatfloorandrightenginelocationsareshownin
Figure8. The measuredaccelerationdatawas
filteredwitha 3'd order Butterworth filter at 60 Hz.

The data were filtered forward and backward to

eliminate phase shifts resulting from the filtering

process. The maximum acceleration values for the

curves occur well after the fuselage impacts.

100

80
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0

_ 4o
o

u

< 2O

0

-20

Fusela le Impact

Right gear A
Nose gear / I

/.
i /
i ,/

-- Pilot seat floor

.... Right engine

0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2
Time, sec

Figure 8. Representative experimental

acceleration time histories for pilot seat floor and

right engine locations.

For this paper, the initial velocity values at left gear
contact were estimated based on the

experimentally determined center-of-gravity
translational and rotational velocities. The

experimental velocity curves were computed by

integrating the unfiltered experimental acceleration

values as a function of time. Only the experimental

and analytical "vertical" velocities would be

compared in this paper. Note that the "vertical"

velocity orientation for the simulations remained

fixed with respect to the ground and was aligned

with the aircraft at left gear contact. The

experimental accelerometers were attached to the

fuselage and thus rotated with the aircraft as the

landing gear stroked. For this reason, the

experimental and analytical "vertical" accelerations

are aligned at 0 ms, but the acceleration directions

would differ approximately 6.25°at fuselage

impact. This discrepancy is not considered

significant for the results presented here, since the

cosine of 6.25 ° is 0.994, or the induced error is
less than 1%.

Comparisons of the two crew-seat floor

attachment velocities are shown in Figures 9 and

10. Both the predicted and the measured

velocities at the pilot and copilot locations show a

nearly constant velocity prior to fuselage impact.

This trend results from the balancing of the

rotational pitch velocity component with the

downward linear motion of the center-of-gravity.
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eu-200

_.-400

-500

Test
Fuselage impact

.... Analysis

t

-6% 0.()2 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1

Time, sec

Figure 9. Comparison of experimental and

analytical vertical velocities at the pilot seat floor.
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Figure 10. Comparison of experimental and

analytical vertical velocities at the copilot seat
floor.
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The measured and predicted velocities near the

troop-seat attachment locations are shown in

Figures 11 through 13. Note that for these

positions, the velocity decreases approximately

100 in/sec while the landing gear strokes. The

measured and predicted vertical velocities above

the troop seat area and at the rotor head are

shown in Figures 14 and 15. The change in

velocities is nearly 150 in/sec. The close

comparison of the predicted and measured values,

shown in Figures 9 through15, indicates that the

simplified landing gear modeling implementation

and the rigid fuselage assumption are adequate

up to the time of fuselage impact.
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_-300
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Analysis

0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1
Time, sec

Figure 11. Comparison of experimental and

analytical vertical velocities at the left troop seat

floor location.
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Figure 12. Comparison of experimental and

analytical vertical velocities at the right troop seat
floor location.
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Figure 13. Comparison of experimental and

analytical vertical velocities at BS182.
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Figure 14. Comparison of experimental and

analytical vertical velocities at BS188.
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Figure 15. Comparison experimental and

analytical vertical velocities at the rotor head.
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In Figures 16 through 19, comparisons of the

experimental and predicted velocity responses at

locations aft of the center of gravity are shown.

The right landing gear attachment point is shown

in Figure 16. The simulation/experimental

correlation at this location is fair. The irregular

trend in the experimental data results from

complexities of the landing gear stroking

mechanism, such as shear pin failures and the
fact that the test article is attached to a flexible

fuselage rather than the rigid fuselage used in the

simulations. These large oscillations in the
velocities are local and not transmitted to the rest

of the fuselage as indicated by the absence of the
oscillations in the remaining velocity curves. The

right and left engine velocities are shown in

Figures 17 and 18, respectively. The correlation is

excellent up to nearly 0.070 s. A similar trend is

seen for the location at the top of the bulkhead at

BS255, see Figure 19. A number of factors may
contribute to the deviation of the simulation results

from the experimental data, including violation of

the rigid fuselage assumption in that the roof is

beginning to collapse. In addition, the tail was
determined to fail at 0.075 sec. This failure could

have significantly affected the response at this

portion of the fuselage.

0 /" Test Fuselage Impact

-1001 .... Analysis_-200 ...

_-300
U
O

-400

-500

-600
0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1

Time, sec

Figure 16. Comparison of experimental and

analytical vertical velocities at the top of the right

gear.

The accuracy of the acceleration response is

directly related to the accuracy of the input energy

at fuselage contact. One method to evaluate the

accuracy of the impact energy is to correlate

analytical and experimental squared velocities,

see Figure 20. The squared velocity values are

proportional to the kinetic energy. Prior to the

correlation with the test data, the rigid fuselage

approach would have been assumed valid up to

0;

- 100

u -200

C

___,-300
U
O

-400

-500

Test
Fuselage Impact

Analysis

-°°°o 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1
Time, sec

Figure 17. Comparison of experimental and

analytical vertical velocities at the right engine.
0

- 100
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._ -aoo
0

_o
_ -400

-5OO

-6OO

Test
Fuselage Impact

.... Analysis

Figure 18.

vertical analytical velocities at the left engine.
0
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o _N-
_ 4oo

-50t1[

-6000 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1

0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1
Time, sec

Comparison of experimental and

Time, sec

Figure 19. Comparison of experimental and

analytical vertical velocities at the roof BS255.

the time of fuselage contact at 0.095 sec. However

preliminary correlations of the experimental data
and simulation results indicated that the flexible

model should begin at 0.065 sec, or when the

predicted velocities of the large masses aft of the
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center-of-gravitydeviatedfromthe experimental
values.For these reasons,the accuracyof the
rigidsimulationresultsfor utilizationin a flexible
finiteelementmodelhasbeenevaluatedbasedon
a comparisonof the experimentalandanalytical
squared-velocityvaluesat both0.065and 0.095
sec. The experimentalvalue is used for the
normalization.

At0.065sec,thepredictedresultsat sevenof the
eleven locations are within 5 % of the
experimentalvalues. The accuraciesof the
predictedresultsarewithin15% at anadditional
threelocations.The largestdeviationis 23 % at
theRoofBS255location.Thesecorrelationvalues
areconsideredexcellent.

At 0.095sec,the predictedsquared-velocitiesat
fiveof theelevenlocationsarewithin15% ofthe
measuredvalues.Thepredictionsat anadditional
three locationsarewithin30 %. The predicted
valuesat threeof the locationsvarysubstantially
from the measuredvalues. All of the floor
locations,whichwouldsignificantlyaffectoccupant
response,are within 30 %. The correlation
betweentheexperimentalandanalyticalsquared-
velocitiesforwardofthecenter-of-gravityis fair.

o

-50

-1 oo

-150

-200

I_J

n

5O
xo

x

j Time, sec
o 0.065

x 0.095

×

9 9 o o o o
x 0

×

. I i - -

laJ

e
Figure 20. Error of the predicted squared-velocity

at the indicated locations when compared to the

experimental values (% error = [( 2V,es,-
lOO).

CONCLUDING REMARKS

An innovative and simplified landing gear

modeling approach was implemented in a detailed
crash simulation of a full-scale crash test of a

composite helicopter. The crash simulation

methodology was further simplified by utilizing the

simple landing gear model with a rigid and

geometrically accurate fuselage model. Helicopter

crash simulations using this approach were

compared with previously acquired experimental
data from a full-scale crash test of a composite

helicopter. The following conclusions were
reached:

1) The simplified landing gear modeling

approach accurately simulated the magnitude

and orientation of the landing gear force on

the fuselage.

2) The use of a rigid fuselage model for a portion

of the crash simulation was appropriate and

resulted in significant reduction of CPU-time
for the total crash simulation.

In summary, the crash model was successful at

approximating the effect of the landing gear

stroking without adding substantially to the model

complexity. This simplification in conjunction with

the rigid fuselage assumption can result in

significant reduction in CPU-time.
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